
Grand designs
The 2008 Olympics weren't just about the athletes as all eyes
eagerly awaited the revelation of the Beijing stadium; and it didn't
disappoint. Heather Tucker takes a look at some of the sports
stadia that are known for their design

- :: : :.:.:: . : tadium design has

':,:, ,: never been simply about

'l:l: creating a venue to
'r , i:.:.t.... hold events, itt a status

'l ,.,:',,', symbol that reflects
a society's strength,

I.lt,., .1 ,;r:' glory and wealth. This
''r:::,r.. ,, .,,.. . , rrt : continues to be the case

as designs become bigger, better, and
more complex; challenging and pushing
the boundaries of modern design and its
materials.

Take for example The National Sta-

dium in Beijing, fondly dubbed'the bird's
nestl While Michael Phelps of the US was

sening world records in the swimming
events, the National Stadium was setting
its own record by becoming the worldt
largest steel structure.

The nickname actually came about
because of the steel beams within the
structure. Encased in a Chinese ceramic
design they were introduced in order
to hide the rectangular roof supports.
The name stuck despite the roof being
removed from the design at a later stage.

As if one world record wasn't enough,
Beijing went for a second - this time in the

form of their National Aquatics Centre, shaped building,
nicknamed the'water cubel This scuare with a srruc-

based on
the natural
formation of
soap bubbles,
became the world's largest Ethylene
Tetrafluoroethylene (fTff) clad struc-
ture. ETFE, a transparent polymer used
in place ofplastic and/or g1ass, lets in
more light and heat helping to reduce
the centre's energy costs by 30 per cent.
The design led to the centre winning
the Popular Science's 200ó Grand
Award for Engineering.

You would think London would
be quaking in its boots
with the raising of the
stadium design stakes for
the London 2012 games.
However, Sebastian Coe,
Chair ofthe London
2012 Organising Com-

tural desrgn
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mittee Board has said they are not trying to
outdo Beijing and that includes the design
for the Olympic stadium, which will be
nowhere near as grand.

The cornmittee has expressed its clear
prelelence Lo instead design a building
that will leave a lasting legacy as well as

a community resource. Indeed, making à
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an impression is not always
about winning awards or
L-^^l-:-- -^-^-)^urq4MrrË rglulqb,

STANDING OUT
An atmospheric design on
a smaller scale counts too.
It is unlikely that many will
forget the Werner March
Stadium in Berlin where

Jesse Owens won gold in
a building designed in the
imposing Nazi architectural
style.

Or the contrasting Olympiastadion in
Munich, built with large sweeping cano-
pies of acrylic glass stabilized by steel
cables intended to resemble the Alos in
a conscious effort to set itselfawa;rfrom
the Werner March Stadium.

F{owever, it isn't just Olympic level
designs that are breaking world records
and winning awards. The Allianz Arena
in Munich, which took less than three
years to build, is accoÍding to the Aliianz
Arena website the biggest membrane
shield in the world. Installed fans keep
the panels, which can change between
the colours red, blue and white, inflated
at a constant pressure of0.035 bar.

Equally, there is no need to worry
when snow begins to fall as 12 pressure-

.'&

monitoring points trigger a pÍessure
increase in the panels to balance out the
load.

Love it or hate it the New Wembley
Stadium in London is another structure
that pushes design iimits with an arch
that is 133 metres ta11 at its highest
point, tal1 enough for the London Eye
to be rolled underneath it and spans 317
metres, making it the longest single span
roof feature in the world.

Closer to home, the Amsterdam Arena

made the ranks by being the first sta-
dium in Europe to house a sliding roof.
The 18-minute roof closing time makes
it ideal for everything from sporting
events to dance parties.

So what does the future hold for
stadium design across the world? Well,
it seems the saying "if you can dream it,
you can build it" is spot on. Although if
you can build it bigger and better then
you have won the game - at least until
the next season. I
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